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Introduction 

Purpose & disclaimers

PURPOSE
The purpose of the original (January 2017) Dealership of Tomorrow (DOT) project, and its subsequent updates, is to 
provide NADA member dealers information and insights for their own strategic planning processes, looking ahead 
about ten years, as NADA was concerned that members were too focused on short-term operational issues.  Note 
that the goal is to provide information and insights: this report stops short of making policy recommendations or 
assuming advocacy positions.  

DISCLAIMERS
Because DOT (and related projects drawn upon for this presentation) is written for new-car dealers, its review of 
industry trends focuses on such trends’ impact on dealers.  Broader social, environmental, and other impacts are not 
considered in any depth.  Further, as the primary audience is American dealers, developments in other countries are 
addressed only to the extent they may shape events in the United States.  Next, our focus is on uncertainty, so well-
defined trends well underway are mostly ignored (e.g., the rising tide of online sales).  Finally, this document 
presents the opinions of the author only, not of anyone else, including data sources.



Introduction 

Qualifications

Glenn Mercer is an independent automotive researcher.  He has over 35 years of 
automotive experience, beginning in 1985 at a Certain Consulting Firm, where he was a 
Partner in the Automotive Practice, participating in hundreds of client studies over that 
time.  Since 2006 he has been a sole practitioner.  In this period, in addition to project 
work for investment firms (e.g., Baillie Gifford, Kleiner Perkins, KKR, TPG, Greenbriar, 
Sterling) , he has been an advisor to industry entities (NADA, NAAA, etc.) a Board 
member for automotive firms (e.g., Rimstock, Grakon, Ricardo, Stackpole), an expert 
witness in automotive cases, and a lecturer on automotive economics in academia (e.g., 
Wharton, Coventry, Case).    Prior to beginning his automotive career at McKinsey, he 
worked at first the CIA and then at BP.  He has been President of the Society of 
Automotive Analysts and Director of the International Motor Vehicle Program.  He once 
owned a Zanardi NSX but sold it, which says something about his ability to forecast!



Disqualifications

Mercer’s Cove, Bay Roberts, Nfld.

“Well, it’s a baffling story.  We 
were the clan who left the rain, 
rocks, and wind of Scotland for 
… the wind, rain, and rocks of 

Newfoundland….”



The US New-Car Dealership

Past: “Barbarians at the Gate” Repulsed



Auto retailing forecasts of the recent past 

THREATS OF THE 1990s
• Forward integration by OEMs

• Ford Retail Network
• GM Retail Holdings
• Daewoo (!)

• Rise of the lead generators 
• AutoByTel IPOs at >$40/share

• End of traditional dealers
• Edsel Ford: publics would 

“soon” own 40% of dealers, 
OEMs 40%, families 20%

RESULTS OF THE 2000s
• Forward integration

• FRN: abandoned
• GMRH: abandoned
• Daewoo: collapsed

• Rise of the lead generators 
• ABT taken private at $0.40

• End of traditional dealers
• Publics c. 10% of unit sales, 

OEMs <5%, families c. 85%

Other past threats: BTO wipes out inventories, scale economies kill family stores, better car quality decimates service…



Stable dealer profitability despite shock after shock
RECESSIONS, OEM BANKRUPTCIES, SUV BOOM, KOREAN INVASION, REGULATORY TIGHTENING, ETC.



The US New-Car Dealership

Present: “Barbarians 2: The Sequel” Repulsed



Review of 2017 DOT forecast for “inside” the store

Industry mostly on track - except for COVID and chips

USA FORECAST QUESTION: WILL… 2017 FORECAST (FOR 2025) EVALUTION TODAY GRADE

… we have cars to sell?  Yes, 17 mm average SAAR Supply-limited to 14+, 17 latent INC or A*
► No “peak car” yet, in the USA at least: latent unit demand flat, dollar demand rises**

… the physical dealership still exist? Yes, even as it goes online Omnichannel dominates A
… the franchise system still dominate? Yes, but with DTC inroads Yes, but OEMs “nibble” at the edges B

► In 2017 we worried about the direct model, but missed “agency” experiments
… there be fewer stores? Yes, 16.5 k, down from 18 k No, holding steady at 18 k F
… there be fewer owners? Yes, 6.5 k, down from 8 k Yes, on track for this target A

► Always remember there are two kinds of consolidation!
… dealers still be profitable? Yes, but at lower levels Yes, but higher due to chips INC or B*
… the mix of store profits change? Yes, service will do more Yes, but the shift is to new sales INC or B*
…  management of the store change? Digitization proceeds Yes (including more OEM control) A
… the regulatory environment shift? Only marginally.  Watch F&I Correct, with F&I at the forefront A

NET NET: “Evolution not revolution, challenges abound but have been manageable, as it ever was.”

* INC = incomplete, if you accept the pandemic and chip shortage as unforecastable
** 14 mm at $45,000 = $630 billion, versus 17 mm at $35,000 = $600 billion



The US New-Car Dealership

Future: “Carpocalypse” Deferred



Comparing past and current forecasts for CASE+D
(OUR FORECASTS ARE AT ANY POINT IN TIME FOR “5-10 YEARS OUT”)

Trend Domain 2017 Forecast and
Dealer impact

2022 Forecast and
Dealer Impact

Current Trend Direction 
and Dealer Threat Level

Connected Car (CC) Cheap to do, 100% penetration 

by 2025.  Modestly favorable

Same penetration, less 
favorable to dealers (digital 
disintermediation)

Autonomous Vehicles 
(AV)

By 2025 100% ADAS and 10% L4 
AV.  Possibly positive for sales 
but robotaxi (RT) a downside

Same ADAS forecast, high-level 
AV arriving much more slowly, 
minimal impact

“Shared” Mobility 
Services (MS)

Uncertain but worried that 
“eternal rental” replaces private 
ownership. 

Receding threat to ownership as 
business models flounder.  RT a 
worry.  Micromobility emerges

Electric Vehicles (EV) 5% penetration by 2025.  
Minimal but negative impact 
(service, DTC OEMs)

9% penetration by 2025.  Same 
concerns but dealers stepping 
up to the challenges

Distribution Channels 
(DC) *NEW*

Expected mostly in the form of 
DTC EV firms, taking perhaps a 
5% share by 2025.

DTC (excl. Tesla) slower to arrive 
than expected, but incumbent 
OEMs now push for “agency”



OEMs are intent on CC monetization

In the past, the OEMs 
mostly lost the first three 
rounds of the CC battle.  
Remember OEM-installed 
car phones?  OEM-installed 
in-trunk players of maps on 
DVD? Radios and cassette 
decks?  “Not again!”
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CC monetization hope: will the money actually flow in?

Source: Chartr from Activision data, Hyundai, Plante Moran from Tesla data

ON THE ONE HAND, GAMERS READILY PAY FOR SUBSCRIPTIONS… ON THE OTHER, OEMS MAY COMPETE ALL THE REVENUE AWAY
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Implications of CC for dealers are mixed

• CC ties car and driver more closely to the OEM and the dealer (positive): e.g., 
automated in-car physical service reminders with appointment scheduling. See 
Lexus Service Connect, FordPass, Hyundai Bluelink, etc…

• For safety recalls and other system upgrades, OTA updates are fast and useful, 
though the role of the dealer may be altered (neutral?). 

• CC enables a proliferation of digital / OTA product revenue opportunities, but 
how and to what extent such opportunities are shared with the channel is 
unclear (negative).

►See Distribution Channels section



Connected Car Summary:

1. Rapidly proceeding
2. Emerging as an issue for dealers



(OUR FORECASTS ARE AT ANY POINT IN TIME FOR “5-10 YEARS OUT”)

Trend Domain 2017 Forecast and
Dealer impact

2022 Forecast and
Dealer Impact

Trend Direction and 
Dealer Threat Level

Connected Car (CC) Cheap to do, 100% penetration 

by 2025.  Modestly favorable

Same penetration, less 
favorable to dealers (digital 
disintermediation)

Autonomous Vehicles 
(AV)

By 2025 100% ADAS & 10% L4* 
AV.  May be positive for sales 
but robotaxi (RT) a downside

Same ADAS forecast, high-level 
AV arriving much more slowly, 
minimal impact

“Shared” Mobility 
Services (MS)

Uncertain but worried that 
“eternal rental” replaces private 
ownership. 

Receding threat to ownership as 
business models flounder.  RT a 
worry.  Micromobility emerges

Electric Vehicles (EV) 5% penetration by 2025.  
Minimal but negative impact 
(service, DTC OEMs)

9% penetration by 2025.  Same 
concerns but dealers stepping 
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Distribution Channels 
(DC) *NEW*

Expected mostly in the form of 
DTC EV firms, taking perhaps a 
5% share by 2025.

DTC (excl. Tesla) slower to arrive 
than expected, but incumbent 
OEMs now push for “agency”

* ADAS = Advanced Driver Assistance Systems; L4 = Level 4 SAE AV category

Comparing past and current forecasts for CASE+D



AVs and the Gartner “hype cycle:” on the way, but delayed

Source: Gartner 

2011
>10

2013
5-10

2015
5-10 2017

>10

2019 L4
>10

2022
>10

PLACEMENT OF AV ON HYPE CYCLE CHART BY YEAR, WITH EXPECTED YEARS TO PLATEAU STAGE



AV progress has been glacial, but now speeding up…

Source: Rodney Brooks of MIT; BNEF
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But here’s an AV business case that may work!

Source: @Shanghaineko



Autonomous Vehicle Summary:

1. Stumbled badly, now recovering
2. ADAS an upside, AV less of a downside
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Car ownership in cities shows no erosion (yet?) from ridehail
PERSONALLY-OWNED VEHICLES PER HOUSEHOLD (V/H), SELECTED US METROS OVER TIME (UBER LAUNCHED IN 2009)

2010 2015 2021

Chicago 1.64 1.66 1.67

Los Angeles 1.80 1.84 1.89

New York 1.24 1.26 1.24

San Francisco 1.70 1.74 1.76

Washington DC 1.77 1.78 1.78

Simple average 1.63 1.65 1.66

Source: Bruce Schaller, from Census data.  His view: “The evidence in these data certainly fails to support the 
proposition that ride-hail has produced lower levels of vehicle ownership.  Rather, these trends tend to suggest 
that the influx of ride-hail and other new mobility options has not translated to lower vehicle ownership rates.”  
(Schaller, Recent Vehicle Ownership Trends in Large US Cities, May 2020)   Data updated by Mercer



Mobility Services (ridehail) Summary:

1. Absorbed into the mobility landscape
2. Threat has generally receded
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EVs in 1914… is today different?  



Yes it is.  We looked at 12 factors to answer that question.
275 EXHIBITS ARRANGED BY TWELVE TOPIC AREAS



Customers: interest in EVs grows… but very unevenly
INPUTS AND IMPACTS 



Economics: unfortunately weakening…
BATTERY PRICES HAVE RECENTLY REVERSED THEIR STEADY COST DECLINE, DUE TO MATERIAL PRICE SPIKES 
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Geopolitics: few options: China is to volts as OPEC was to oil
INPUTS AND IMPACTS 

CHINA DOMINATES EV BATTERY PROCESSING TODAY.  AMERICAN RESPONSE IS AGGRESSIVE BUT WILL TAKE TIME



Dealers: impact of electrification
WHAT DO EVs MEAN FOR DEALERS?  THE ANSWER WILL VARY BY DEPARTMENT

A. Sales: Mildly Negative

• Some volume loss to new EV entrants, to the extent they do not use dealers

• Some investment required in sales force training

B. Service: Negative, Eventually

• Certain eventual decline (~40% vs. ICE?) in service revenue

• Some investment required in tech training, special EV service equipment

• Likely initial increase in service retention (but this is “yours to lose”)

• Probable increase in collision repair and tire revenue

C. Overall dealership

• Increasing OEM attempts to redefine channels: e.g., from dealer to delivery point, or agent 

OUTCOMES 



Service: the impact will be negative (eventually)
OUTCOMES 



Service: the aftermarket is already pursuing EV work
OUTCOMES 



1. Inputs to the EV 
market

• Customers

• Vehicles

• Batteries

• Charging

• Governments

• Economics

3. 
Outcomes

• Sales
(9% 2025, 
2x in 2030)
• Dealers 

2. Impacts of EVs 
elsewhere

• Environment

• Grid

• Employment

• Geopolitics

Summation: the picture down-shifts a bit from 2021 



Electric Vehicles Summary:

1. Assuredly growing, pace unclear
2. A mix of opportunity and threat
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OEM “TRIGGERS”

Covid: accelerated the move to digital 
retailing – update channel

+ 
Chip shortage: demand exceeds 
supply, so prices rise – lock this in

+
Rise of EVs: their high cost imperils 
OEM margins – cut all costs

+
New entrants: push the DTC model –
learn from them, imitate them?

OEM RESPONSES

Europe + ROW: “agency” (often pushed by 
consultants)

China: a special case (TBD)

USA: experiments and feints (Ford, GM, 
VW, Volvo/Polestar, etc.) via ordering 
systems, “no haggle” pricing, distribution 
centers, “tiered” dealers, etc.

…all typically under cover of “EV customers 
want something different” 

Why look at changing sales channels today?



The Sales Channel Spectrum, an OEM view

Open                                                                                                  Closed

“Bazaar” Franchise “Agency” DTC Stores DTC Online

Used-car 
dealers

New-car 
dealers, fast 
food

Insurance, fleet 
sales of new 
vehicles

Most Starbucks, 
all Tesla stores

Wayfair, eBay, 
Etsy

Zero OEM 
control, lowest 
total cost, 
loyalty mostly 
to merchant

Medium OEM 
control, high 
total costs, 
loyalty split 
between OEM 
and merchant

High OEM 
control, low 
total cost is 
possible, 
loyalty tilts to 
OEM

Higher OEM 
control, lower 
total cost 
possible likely, 
OEM loyalty 
only

Complete OEM 
control, low 
total cost, OEM 
loyalty only

INSPIRED BY E-COMMERCE, OEMS TRY TO MOVE TO MORE CLOSED SYSTEMS

NOTE! The actual application of all these 
theoretical channels depends entirely on 

the details of contracts and execution!  And 
often channels are mixed.



Does “agency” improve economics?  In theory, yes.



What might this mean for dealers?  Divided opinions

USA (with little agency experience, beyond fleet sales):

A. Mostly negative for dealers, with commissions rather than margins, and with F&I likely migrating to the OEM.  
Positives are a simpler easier business for dealers to manage, and maybe reduced facilities investments required.  
B. Probably neutral, maybe even positive.  Reduced margins or commissions or whatever, but no floorplanning 
expense and probably a lot of savings in sales expense.  Might net out to better for us.
C.  Agency looks good, but I worry about signing up and then the OEM “rug pulls” my profitability later.

International (with much more experience):

CANADA: Only Genesis right now, but dealers generally satisfied with it.
CHINA: Agency seen as an OEM ploy to claw back dealer profits
UK: Dealers are concerned, as are regulators.  Details of terms matter.
GERMANY: Dealers are familiar with agency, but are nervous about future.  EU regulations not yet finalized.
AUSTRALIA: Some dealers concerned with fair compensation for past investments.
NEW ZEALAND: Seen as mostly positive (given the loss-making alternative).
SWEDEN: Seen as mostly positive (higher profits), but worries re future



Changing Channels Summary:

1. An emergent trend; now stabilizing?
2. A mix of threat and opportunity
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CASE+D Summary



The US New-Car Dealership:

The Immediate Future: Only One Issue



THE issue: supply/demand balance, thus pricing, thus profit

Source: J D Power, Haig Partners

CAN OEMs MANAGE TO RESTRAIN SUPPLY INDEFINITELY?  NO OVERPRODUCTION, QUICK END TO WEAK MODELS
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Arguments for and against (long-term) future supply discipline

+ Aging population (older buyers spend more)
+ Growing wealth (GDP/capita)
+ Generally solid credit of the new-car buying public 
+/- OEM intent to limit output (“40 days not 60”)
- Rising interest rates erode the buffer between higher price and monthly payments
+ Immense pandemic-driven savings “overhang” (some $2 trillion?)… but slowly eroding
- OEMs cannot help themselves, return to the “bad old days” of market share and sales battles
+ Improving car quality and thus lifespan and thus value
- Increasing number of new entrants could trigger discounting (e.g., VinFast)
+ Bifurcation of car market into new-for-the-rich and used-for-the-rest (similar to housing)
- Factories traditionally have not broken even until at 80% capacity…
+ … but possibly advanced automation, modularity, and EV designs will lower that number?
+ Cars offering more value than ever before (ADAS, software, electronics, EV…)
+ Falling price elasticity of demand (see me for research), including reduced willingness to haggle
+ Cars are still relatively cheap: new car CPI is lower than all-items CPI: vs. 1980 car CPI is 170 and all-item CPI 280
+/- Buyers “trained” for 2 years to order (vs. buy off lot)… JDP sees lower SSI with ordering, AN & LAD orders ebbing
+/- Customers “trained” for 2 years to see MSRP as floor (versus ceiling)… but beginning to rebel (esp. if over MSRP)?
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2023 Deloitte Global Automotive Consumer Study



The US New-Car Dealership:

What did we miss?



What did we miss?  Micromobility, Google, Amazon, or…?



The US New-Car Dealership:

Continued evolution, some revolution, 
constant adaptation, maybe less fun.

mercer.glenn@gmail.com
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